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Abstract. Animated agents - either based on real video, cartoon-style drawings or even

model-based 3D graphics - o er great promise for computer-based presentations as they
make presentations more lively and appealing and allow for the emulation of conversation styles known from human-human communication. In this paper, we describe a
life-like interface agent which presents multimedia material to the user following the directives of a script. The overall behavior of the presentation agent is partly determined
by such a script, and partly by the agent's self-behavior.

1. MOTIVATION
A growing number of research projects both in academia and industry provide increasing
evidence that a next major step in the evolution of interfaces will be a shift towards
highly personalized interfaces in which communication between user and computer will
be mediated by life-like agents. Due to advances in computer graphics, the realization
of visually appealing agents, either based on real video, cartoon-style drawings or even
model-based 3D graphics, has become manageable. To be useful, however, such agents
have to behave in a reasonable and believable manner.
The focus of our work is on presentation agents as they may be used in a broad
range of applications including computer-based instruction, guides through information
spaces, and product advertisement over the web. There are several motivations for using
an animated presentation agent in the interface. For example, it enables more natural
referential acts that involve locomotive, gestural and speech behaviors (cf. [Lester et
al. 97]). In virtual environments, animated agents may help users learn to perform
procedural tasks by demonstrating them (cf. [Rickel & Johnson 97]). Furthermore, they
can also serve as a guide through a presentation to release the user from orientation and
navigation problems known from multi-window/multi-screen settings (cf. [Andre et al.
97]). Last but not least, there is the entertaining and emotional function of such an
animated character. It may help to lower the \getting started barrier" for novice users
of computers/applications, and, as Adelson notes, \... interface agents can be valuable
educational aids since they can engage students without distracting or distancing them
from the learning experience" (cf. [Adelson 92], pp. 355).
To illustrate this, let's have a look at some examples taken from the PPP system
(cf. [Andre et al. 96]). The rst application scenario deals with instructions for the
maintenance, and repair of technical devices, such as modems. Suppose the system is
requested to explain the internal parts of a modem. A strategy to accomplish this task is
to generate a picture showing the modem's circuit board and to introduce the names of the
depicted objects. Unlike conventional static graphics where the naming is usually done by
drawing text labels onto the graphics (often together with arrows pointing from the label

to the object), the PPP Persona enables the emulation of referential acts that also occur
in personal human-human communication. In the example, it points to the transformer
and utters "This is the transformer" (using a speech synthesizer). The example also
demonstrates how facial displays and head movements help to restrict the visual focus.
By having the Persona look into the direction of the target object, the user's attention is
directed to the target object.

Figure 1: The Persona instructs the user in operating a technical device
In the second example, the Persona advertises accommodation o ers found on the
WWW. Suppose the user is planning to spend holidays in Finland and is therefore looking
for a lake-side cottage. To comply with the user's request, the system retrieves a matching
o er from the web and creates a presentation script for the PPP persona which is then sent
to the presentation viewer (e.g. Netscape NavigatorTM including a JavaTM interpreter).
When viewing the presentation PPP Persona highlights the fact that the cottage has
a nice terrace by means of a verbal annotation of a picture; i.e., Persona points to the
picture during a verbal utterance (cf. Fig. 2).
The overall behavior of the PPP persona is partly determined by a presentation script,
and partly by the agent's self-behavior. In the next section, we introduce a declarative
speci cation language for de ning such behaviors. Behavior speci cations are used to
automatically generate a control module of a presentation display component. This display component will be referred to as the Persona Engine throughout the rest of the
paper. When operated stand-alone, the Persona Engine expects a presentation script as
input and displays the corresponding presentation as output. However, for an increasing
number of applications the manual authoring of such presentation scripts (including the
creation of the media material such as text, graphics, and animation clips) is no longer
feasible because information has to be communicated fast and exibly to meet the speci c needs of the individual presentation consumer. Although powerful authoring tools
have become available, they are not likely to solve this problem as they only facilitate
presentation editing. Therefore, we also address the automatization of the whole authoring process, including the selection of appropriate information content, media allocation,

logical presentation structuring, creation of media items which are to convey selected
information as well as the temporal scheduling of presentation acts.
There are several requirements an animated presentation agent has to meet. According to its functional roles in a presentation the animated character must be conversant
with a broad variety of presentation gestures and rhetorical body postures. Furthermore, it should adopt a reasonable and lively behavior without being distracting. From
the technical point of view, the declarative speci cation of agent behaviors should be
supported, and the piece of software that realizes the character player should be highly
independent of application and platform.

Figure 2: PPP Persona presents retrieval results from the web using the Netscape
NavigatorTM and JavaTM

2. CONCEPTION OF THE PERSONA ENGINE
As stated above, the Persona Engine takes as input presentation scripts and displays the
corresponding presentation. However, in contrast to other display components for media
objects (e.g. video or audio players, graphics viewers, etc.) the output of the Persona
Engine is not only determined by the directives (i.e., presentation tasks) speci ed in the
script. Rather, the behavior of the animated character follows the equation:

Persona behavior := directives + self-behavior

Such self-behaviors are indispensible in order to increase the Persona's vividness and
believability. Though it is certainly possible to include appropriate instructions directly
in the presentation script, our approach has an important advantage. From a conceptual
point of view, we consider it more adequate since a clear borderline is drawn between a
\what to present"- part which is determined by the application, and a \how to present"part which, to a certain extent, depends on the particular presenter. From the practical
perspective, the approach considerably facilitates script production.

2.1. De ning Behaviors

The primary task of the Persona is to execute presentation acts, such as pointing, speaking or expressing emotions. These acts have to be coordinated with the applicationindependent self-behavior of the Persona, which includes:
 Idle-time Actions
To ensure that the Persona exhibits life-like qualities, it has to stay \alive" even
in an idle phase, for instance, when waiting for material to be delivered by the
generators or the retrieval components. Typical idle-time actions are breathing or
tipping with a foot.
 Reactive Behaviors
The Persona should be able to react to external events, such as user interactions,
immediately. For instance, if the user moves the window the Persona is currently
pointing to, the consistency of the pointing gesture has to be restored immediately,
e.g. by a prolongation of the pointing stick.
 Navigation Acts
The kind of navigation act depends on the chosen metaphor. For example, humanlike agents like the Persona walk or jump to an appropriate position on the screen
while agents like Microsoft's parrot Peedy y (cf. [Ball et al. 97]).
To facilitate the de nition of Persona behaviors, we have developed a declarative
speci cation language. For instance, the following de nition speci es the pre- and postconditions for the action: bottomupjumping1.
(defprimitive bottomupjumping1
:pre ((leftarm standard)(rightarm standard)
(icon noicon)(bodydir front)
(bodypos stand)(stick o ))
:post ((posy -= 1))
:gesture 42)

The action can only be performed if both arms are in a standard position, the Persona
is not iconi ed, faces the user, is standing and doesn't hold a stick. If this is the case,
the image sequence associated with the action (:gesture 42) is played and the state of the
world is updated as indicated in the post conditions :post. Otherwise, the system tries to
achieve the desired preconditions by executing further actions.
While primitive actions like bottomupjumping1 are directly associated with an image
sequence, complex actions are decomposed of several inferior actions. An example of a
complex action is:

(defactionseq MoveUp
:pre ((icon noicon)(bodydir front)
(leftarm standard)(rightarm standard)
(bodypos stand)(stick o ))
:prim startbottomupjumping
:while ((posy 6= target) :prim bottomupjumping)
:prim endbottomupjumping)

This de nition speci es a jump to a given target target. The preconditions of this
action coincide with the preconditions of bottomupjumping1. If they are satis ed, the Persona starts with the jump (startbottomupjumping) and continues to jump until it reaches
the target ((posy 6= target)). After that, it nishes the jump (endbottomupjumping).

2.2. Compiling Behaviors
Since animations have to be performed in realtime (and our system should run on ordinary
PCs/workstations as well), it's not feasible to decompose actions into animation sequences
at runtime. Following [Ball et al. 97], we have developed a multi-pass compiler that
enables the automated generation of a state machine from these declarations which is
converted to ecient machine code (cf. Fig. 3).
Declarative Specification
(defaction MoveUp
:pre
((icon noicon) (bodydir front)
(leftarm standard) (rightarm standard)
(bodypos stand) (stick off))
:prim startbottomupjumping
:while ((posy <> target)
:prim bottomupjumping)
:prim endbottomupjumping)
(defprimitive StartBottomUpJumping
:pre
((icon noicon) (bodydir front)
(leftarm standard) (rightarm standard)
(bodypos stand) (stick off))
:post (())
:gesture 45)
(defprimitive bottomupjuming
:pre
((icon noicon) (bodydir front)
(leftarm standard) (rightarm standard)
(bodypos stand) (stick off))
:post ((posy -= 1))
:gesture 42)
...

Regressive Planning +
Code Generation

Source Code
int actionMOVEUP (int start, int time,
int x, int y, char *text)
{
int res,a,atime,reltime,jobid;
char c, *buff;
float l,sl,ss; int nlong,nshort,sp1,sp2,wn,i,j,g;
int cps,al;
relstart = start;
get_in_stateMOVEUP (relstart, time, x, y,"");
res = primitiveSTARTBOTTOMUPJUMPING
(relstart, time, x, y, text);
a = abs (posy - y);
while (a > 50)
{
res = primitiveBOTTOMUPJUMPING
(relstart, time, x, y, text);
a -= 50;
}
res = primitiveENDBOTTOMUPJUMPING
(relstart, time, x, y, text);
return res;
}
...

Executable Machine Code
...
sethi %hi(25000),%10
or %10,%lo(25000),%10
move 1,%11
move %10, %o0
move %11, %o1
...

Source Code Compilation

Figure 3: Compilation of Persona Actions
The compiled state machine forms the so-called behavior monitor. Summing up, the
behavior monitor accomplishes the following tasks:
 It decomposes complex presentation tasks into elementary postures that correspond
to a single Persona frame (e.g. stored as a pixmap) or to an uninterruptable image
sequence.

It ensures that necessary preconditions for the execution of primitive actions are
satis ed.
 It updates the internal state of the Persona after the execution of a primitive posture.
 It augments the Persona's presentation behaviors by believability-enhancing behaviors, such as idle-time acts.
The postures determined by the behavior monitor are forwarded to a character composer
which selects the corresponding frames (video frames or drawn images) from an indexed
data-base, and forwards the display commands to the window system.


3. PLANNING PRESENTATION SCRIPTS
In order to build up multimedia presentations automatically, we have developed principles
for describing the structure of coherent text-picture combinations (cf. [Andre & Rist 93]).
Essentially, these principles are based on
 the generalization of speech act theory (see [Searle 80]) to the broader context of
communication with multiple media, and
 the extension of RST (Rhetorical Structure Theory, [Mann & Thompson 87] to
capture relations that occur not only between presentation parts realized within a
particular medium but also those between parts conveyed by di erent media.
Since we consider the generation of multimedia presentations as a goal-directed activity, it seemed appropriate to implement a goal-driven, top-down planning approach. The
planning component receives as input a communicative goal (for instance, the user should
be able to localize the internal parts of a modem) and a set of generation parameters, such
as target group, presentation objective, resource limitations, and target language. The
task of the component is to select parts of a knowledge base and to transform them into
a multimedia presentation structure (see Fig. 4). Whereas the root node of such a presentation structure corresponds to a more or less complex communicative goal, such as
describing a technical device, the leaf nodes are elementary retrieval or generation acts,
currently for text, graphics, animations and gestures. Design knowledge is represented by
so-called presentation strategies which encode knowledge on: (1) how to select relevant
content, (2) how to structure selected content, and nally (3) which medium to use for
conveying a content.
In order to cope with the dynamic nature of presentations made by an animated agent,
several extensions became necessary:


the speci cation of qualitative and quantitative temporal constraints in the presentation strategies
Qualitative constraints are represented in an \Allen-style" fashion which allows
for the speci cation of thirteen temporal relationships between two named intervals, e.g. (Speak1 (During) Point2). Quantitative constraints appear as metric
(in)equalities, e.g. (5  Duration Point2). For more details, see [Andre & Rist 96].



the development of a mechanism for building up presentation schedules
To temporally coordinate presentation acts, the presentation planner has been combined with a temporal reasoner which is based on MATS (Metric/Allen Time System, cf. [Kautz & Ladkin 91]). During the presentation planning process, PPP
determines the transitive closure over all qualitative constraints and computes numeric ranges over interval endpoints and their di erence. After that, a schedule is
built up by resolving all disjunctions and computing a total temporal order (see Fig.
4). Since the temporal behavior of presentation acts may be unpredictable at design
time, the schedule will be re ned at runtime by adding new metric constraints to
the constraint network.

Input:
a presentation task

e.g., introduce an object

determine a presentation
plan (including
acquisition and
presentation acts)

determine a presentation
schedule

Output:
executed presentation

Figure 4: The Presentation Planning Process

4. TECHNICAL REALIZATION
Implementations of the PPP Persona Engine are currently available for Unix platforms
running X11, and Java-enhanced WWW-browsers.
In the X-version, the Persona server builds upon the X11 library and the X11-Shape
extension (cf. [Packard 89]) which allows for the de nition of non-rectangular regions in
an otherwise invisible window. To use this feature for the graphical realization of the
Persona, we rst create an invisible window that covers the whole screen. This ensures

that in case this window lies on top of the window stack, all other windows below still
remain activated for mouse and keyboard input. Second, single postures of the Persona
as well as the requisites such as pointing sticks are drawn into the invisible window. Since
items drawn into the invisible window remain invisible unless the regions they cover were
masked before, we create bitmasks of the same shape as the items. For the Persona
postures (images or video frames), these masks are computed in a preprocessing phase,
and are stored in the X-Server's memory. Bitmasks for other items, e.g. pointing sticks,
are computed only on demand at runtime.
For WWW applications, the user downloads an instance of the Persona server in form
of a Java applet. In contrast to the X-windows version, the spatial action ratio of the
Persona is restricted to the Java canvas of the web-page. The animation is simply done by
bitplotting the corresponding frames onto the canvas. Since Java supports transparency
no additional masking is required as in the X version.
The Persona Engine has been implemented in Java and C++. It relies on about 250
frames for each Persona. Currently, we use two cartoon personas and three real personas
composed of grabbed video material. To control the behavior of the personas, more
than 150 di erent behaviors have been de ned. The presentation planner, the temporal
reasoner and the Persona Compiler have been implemented in Allegro Common Lisp. To
plan presentation scripts, about 70 presentation strategies have been de ned.

5. CONCLUSION
While animated user interface agents have been proposed by several other authors, a
distinguishing new feature of our approach is that the agent not only performs tasks
requested by some application clients, but also implements a basic behaviour independent of the applications it serves. This basic behaviour comprises idle-time actions, and
immediate reactions to events occurring at the user interface. Both action types have
to be supported, in order to obtain a lively and appealing presentation agent. Due to
a built-in mechanism for action specialization and decomposition application clients can
request presentation scripts at a high-level of abstraction. Since the manual scripting of
agent behaviors is tedious and error-prone, we also addressed the automated generation
of presentation scripts. The novelty of our system is that it not only designs the multimedia material (such as text paragraphs and graphics), but also plans how to present
the material in a temporally coordinated manner. This has been achieved by combining
an AI planning approach with a module for temporal reasoning.
An empirical study of our system revealed a strong a ective impact of the Persona.
Our subjects perceived the Persona as being helpful and entertaining. Furthermore,
they rated learning tasks presented by the Persona as less dicult and demanding than
presentations without a life-like character.
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